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ABOUT US 
Modern Mix Vancouver (MMV) is a Vancouver lifestyle website dedicated to 
bringing modern information and reviews on trendy up-and-coming events in 
the Vancouver community, in a blog format, to students and young urban 
professionals between the ages of 16 and 32+ in categories including the arts, 
fashion, dining and nightlife. 
 
THE BEGINNING 
Too often when we search up event listings in Vancouver, we are bombarded 
with websites featuring tourist information on The Vancouver Aquarium, 
Stanley Park and other family-orientated, community attractions. How about 
for those of us who already live here and want to be kept in the know with a 
refreshing change of scenery? For the students and the young urban 
professionals whose fast-paced lifestyles need something more than belugas 
and totem poles to keep us entertained.  
 
THE CONTENT  
Modern Mix Vancouver will blog with profiles of restaurants for a fresh dining 
experience, inform you of new store openings and sample sale listings for the 
runway-conscious, entertainment suggestions for the night-owls and whatever 
else Vancouver has to offer to our lifestyle. Not only is Modern Mix Vancouver 
just a list of events, but added value comes from insightful commentaries and 
reviews and keeps you informed about trendy things we should know about in 
Vancouver. Modern Mix Vancouver lets you decide the trends for yourself; our 
mission is to keep you in the know. 
 
THE NAME 
The name is analogous to the term “marketing mix” in which the strategic 
positioning of a product or service in a marketplace is analyzed. Likewise to 
Modern Mix, we provide you with a conversational commentary on modern 
issues and point out its relevance to our demographic. Modern Mix Vancouver 
strives to create a unique positioning in the blogsphere in a diverse, yet 
relatable range of blog categories.  MMV is short, sweet and simple.  
 
THE WEBSITE 
Modern Mix Vancouver is run with WordPress, but since July 3, 2008, MMV has 
been accessible through its own domain: www.modernmixvancouver.com. 
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STATISTICS 
6 out of the top 10 search engine terms directing to MMV contains the word “Vancouver” 

 
Launch Date: May 25, 2008 
Busiest Day: 457 page-views on August 29, 2008 
Milestone: 10,000 total page-views on August 1, 2008  
Milestone: 15,000 total page-views on August 25, 2008  
Most Viewed Entry: “STARBUCKS – registration and rewards” 
 
Top Three Search Engine Terms:  
1. “Starbucks” 
2. “Tunnel Club Vancouver” 
3. “Pop Opera Vancouver” 
  
Members in Facebook Group: 135+ 
 
AUGUST 2008  
Page-views: 7007 
Average page-views per day: 226 

 

 
 
Past topics Modern Mix Vancouver has written about include:   
5Gum, Absolut Vodka, Aritzia, Blo, Blubird, Canvas Lounge, Diesel, Chill 
Winston, Cirque Du Soleil, Ecojot, Ginger 62, Holt Renfrew, Jonathan & Olivia, 
Komakino, Lululemon, MAC Cosmetics, Mintage Vintage, Movement Global, 
Moxie’s, Off The Wall, Plen+y, Pop Opera, Portobello West, Pure Nail Bar, 
Republic, Shop Cocoon, Space Lounge, Spend on Trend, Starbucks, Tequila 
Kitchen, Toodlebunny Designs, Tunnel Club, UVA Wine Bar, Vancouver Art 
Gallery and lots more! 
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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
We currently have not yet sold advertising space on Modern Mix Vancouver so 
we are open to your company as a leader in setting our standards for 
advertising rates.  Please email us at modernmixvancouver@gmail.com. 
Otherwise, there are numerous ways to gain exposure to your company by 
partnering with MMV in a variety of unique initiatives.  

  
THE CONTEST 
For example, in August 2008 we 
held our first contest “Shear 
Genius” in partnership with 
three upscale Vancouver hair 
salons: Suki’s, Tao and Ian 
Daburn.  Areas in which we 
showcased our salon sponsors 
included a “casting call” for 
recruiting contest participants 
with in-house produced 
promotional images [see right], 
before and after photographs, 
interview with salons, company 
logo and link on MMV sidebar 
and sponsorship pages and 
vigorous Facebook promotions. 
  
YOUR OPPORTUNITIES 
We are on a constant look-out for relevant companies to sponsor Modern Mix 
Vancouver in the form of (but not limited to): giveaways to our readers, event 
tickets, samples, products or services for review, exclusive offers to MMV 
readers or working with MMV to incorporate your company into a featured 
contest! 
 
MEDIA AND INDUSTRY 
Publicists, retailers, designers, artists, restaurant owners, bar managers, club 
promoters, media, industry specialists, etc.  We would love to hear from you. 
 
CONTRIBUTE TO MMV 
Writers, photographers, graphic designers, web designers, sales 
representatives, etc.  This is your opportunity to get involved with Modern Mix 
Vancouver!  5% of entries on MMV are voluntarily written by guest writers – we 
constantly welcome contributing writers to be featured on our site. 
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EDITORIAL 
*photo by Grace Lau Photography 

Modern Mix Vancouver is 
owned by Vanessa Choot, a 
UBC Marketing student.  
Ideally, Vanessa would like 
to get into the advertising 
industry – or at least work 
with people in a creative 
style. However, Vancouver is 
a small city for big dreams 
so Modern Mix Vancouver is 
her current creative outlet 
for getting hands-on 
experience with a modern 
mix of writing, public 

relations, marketing, and a social excuse to attend trendy events in the city.  
 
She loves mail.  Contact her at modernmixvancouver@gmail.com. 
 
 

 


